FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT: PR Person’s Name
          School Name
          Phone Number
          E-mail

ELECTRIFYING PROGRAM EMPOWERS STUDENTS
COSI COMES TO [Name of School, City]

[(City) Date]- Young minds get a jolt of energy when COSI (Center of Science and Industry) brings its traveling science education program, Energy!, to [Name of School] on [Date]. This day-long, full-school experience will stimulate the imaginations of the next generation of innovators. Energy! is just one of many traveling science education programs from COSI.

The day begins with a 45-minute interactive assembly in which the students help their Educator assemble a chain reaction machine – the Super Awesome Machine, or SAM. The pieces of SAM allow the students to explore potential and kinetic energy, forces, and electricity. This high-energy, educational assembly is followed by hands-on activity sessions during which students will test conductors, build circuits, and engineer their own miniature chain reaction machines.

COSI on Wheels programs are designed to enhance inquiry skills and spark interest in science. This program aligns with Ohio’s New Learning Standards and complements Next Generation Science Standards.

COSI is a hands-on science center located in Columbus, Ohio. Each year more than 250,000 students take part in COSI on Wheels programs, and since its inception in 1982, COSI on Wheels has brought hands-on science into the lives of over 9 million students across the Midwest.

Energy! is made possible through the generous support of its Presenting Sponsor, IGS Energy.

Come see for yourself! You are invited to see the COSI on Wheels Energy! program in action.

Date: 

Time: 

Where: [School location]